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WHO IS INDWE AVIATION?
The Titan Helicopter Group (THG), parent company to Indwe Aviation, ranks as the number
one, largest helicopter group in South Africa, with a diverse clientele worldwide. Their helicopter
operations provide professional lateral solutions to customer requirements throughout the world,
with particular emphasis on safety and efficiency on every flight.
THG’s fleet of helicopters consists of several different airframes that have been specialised to
carry out a ‘niche’ service. They are involved in firebombing, heavy-lift construction, logging,
salvage operations, resupply missions (SANAE IV Arctic Station), medivac and passenger
transport/adventure travel.
THG and Indwe Aviation, as corporate citizens, are active in contributing towards the
improvement of the lives of South Africans. Their focus thus far has been on educational
institutions that cater for previously disadvantaged communities, as they believe that education
is the only means of taking individuals and communities out of poverty permanently.

INDWE AVIATION’S COMMITMENT TO SKILLS DEVELOPMENT IN SA
Indwe Aviation has had a long-standing business relationship with both Signa Academy and
Signa Group since the implementation of the B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice. For over ten
years, Signa has assisted and supported Indwe in the provision of learners and the rollout of all
skills development programmes.
According to Indwe, “Learnership programs have initiated a mentoring relationship between
corporate sponsors and learners to provide professional development that would support and
enable the leadership and management capacity for learners across South Africa. Successful
mentoring relationships have led to retention; increased productivity; enhanced career growth;
augmented and improved personal and professional development for mentees in various
organizations.”

THE STORY OF INDWE AND THEIR SPONSORSHIP
Since 2014, Indwe has spent almost R2 million for targeted skills development programmes for
people living with disabilities and unemployed youth. The programmes for people living with
disabilities include accommodation, transport, meals, and medical support to aide in their
progress through the training courses. To date, 37 learners including those who completed
learnerships with Signa Academy have benefitted from Indwe’s programmes.
Through their commitment to improving the lives of young South Africans, Indwe has helped
these young leaders of tomorrow by giving them the opportunity to learn new skills and further
their lives. Their company sponsorship has helped these learners to go on and make positive
contributions to their families and the communities around them. As a result, continuing the
momentum that is the Power of One.

MEET THE INDWE LEARNERS
MEET BONGISA
Passion, patience, and persistence are the ingredients needed to become an entrepreneur
and Bongisa Hodana possesses all of these traits. This aspiring business owner is currently
undertaking a learnership course with Signa Academy after being referred to the institution by
a friend.
She expresses utmost gratitude to her sponsor, Indwe, who has given her the opportunity to
develop her new skills and Bongisa goes on to describe her experience with by saying, “Signa
and Indwe are giving the youth a chance to achieve their goals through education and the
development of their skillset.” Bongisa goes on to express how her own life has changed,
“I am more open-minded now and aware of the entrepreneurial possibilities around me.”
In discussing her future, Bongisa plans to open a business using the knowledge she has gained
and plans to pay the Power of One forward by helping the youth to be open-minded about
becoming business owners. She advises that, “It’s never too late to learn how to start your own
business, you can live your dream.”

MEET RICARDO
“When something good happens to you, that is your opportunity to do good to someone else.”
This is what Ricardo plans to do when it comes to spreading the Power of One. This tenacious
young man who is currently studying towards a qualification in Project Management, learnt about
Signa thanks to a friend who saw the potential in him even though he was unemployed.
The opportunity has meant a great deal to Ricardo who has sincerely expressed, “I am so
grateful for this opportunity from Signa Academy and my sponsor Indwe. They have made
everything possible for me. I have been enriched with new skills in project management, and I
also gained some work experience through this learnership.”
Since embarking on his learnership, Ricardo has this advice for others like him, “Learn and equip
yourself with knowledge. Knowledge is power and it’s the only way forward for us youth, to have
a bright future.” Ricardo is confident he will be permanently employed soon and plans to pay the
Power of one forward by sharing the impact of the initiative to as many young people as he can.
He elaborates, “Signa really means a lot to me, it has opened new doors for me, and I will refer
the Power of One to as many young people that I know.”
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MEET INSHAAF
“Chances may be rare but when they appear grab it!” This is the spirit of Inshaaf Roberts who
found out about Signa Academy through a friend while she was unemployed. After a successful
application, she studied towards a qualification in Project Management.
Inshaaf reflected on her experience during the learnership explaining, “Signa means a lot to me,
because if it weren’t for them, I would not have been where I am today. I am so grateful for this
amazing opportunity. I now have a qualification through which I have also obtained vital work
experience.”
When talking about her future, Inshaaf plans to build herself up and chase her dreams. She also
plans to pay the Power of One forward by spreading the word about Signa Academy and
encouraging others to apply for learnerships. She offers this advice for others, “Opportunities are
very seldom to come by, but when you are given a chance, it is important to make the best of it.”

MEET LUCIN
“Continuous learning is the minimum requirement for success in any field.” This is something
Lucin Olislager understands very well. This driven young man is currently studying a Project
Management qualification with Signa Academy after being introduced to the institution by a
friend while he was unemployed and looking for an opportunity to develop new skills.
Grateful for the experience, Lucin expresses, “Signa means a lot to me because it has changed
my life for the better. I have gained a new skillset in project management, which is a scarce skill
in South Africa.”
Lucin’s future plans include furthering his studies in the field and honing his skills. He plans to
pay the Power of One forward by inspiring others with his story and he advises them that, “It is
important to further your studies to better your life. In turn, you will create a world of opportunities
for yourself.”
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